Wawa Creations

Axxess MPL

Accessible Eco-tourism
Island transporter
Fun for all

www.wawacreations.com

Axxess MPL Multi Purpose Landing craft
Boating should truly be for everyone.
People with disabilities are an integral part of our society and should be able to
actively participate in it, therefore we did not only make the Wawa Axxess MPL
accessible but we also ensured that it could be operated by a person with a disability from his or her wheelchair. This is full integration at work.

Boating should not harm our environment.

Wawa Axxess MPL

HDPE is 100% recyclable, combined with a solar electric propulsion it makes it an



ACCESSIBLE FOR ALL

ideal tool for your eco-resort or national park.



MULTI PURPOSE



HIGH BUOYANCY



LOW MAINTENANCE



SUPERIOR TENSILE STRENGTH



SHOCK ABSORBANT



HIGH GRADE HDPE



HIGH FREEBOARD



NUMEROUS HANDHOLDS



CONTAINERABLE FOR FAST OPERATIONS



100% RECYCLABLE MATERIAL

Boating should be safe.
HDPE is an extremely strong material; you can hit it with a sledge hammer
nothing will happen. HDPE has not only a very superior tensile strength but
the material as well has a high buoyancy. This makes it one of the safest boat
building materials.

Multi-purpose landing craft
The Axxess MPL can be used for many purposes: tourist tours, goods transports to the islands, (motor)bike transfer and many more

Containerable
You can fit two Wawa Axxess MPL into one 40ft HQ container, this makes the
unit easy and fast to put into service anywhere on the globe.
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MODULAR SOLUTIONS
The Wawa Axxess MPL is offered as a modular boat: After purchase of the hull we have
many options to personalize your boat to
your requirements.

Available options















Full– or half roof
Seakeeper gyro stabilizer
Electric-Solar propulsion
Accessible Joystick control
In-floor lashing points
Life bait tank
Rod Holders
Seats
Tables
Storage boxes
Under floor side ramp
Second helm station
PVC teak flooring
Helm, wind protection screen

HDPE High Density Polyethylene
HDPE is lighter than water and thus provides maximum buoyancy. Buoyancy elements are added in the void compartment so that in the unlikely event these
compartments flood, the integral buoyancy will remain.
HDPE has a high tensile strength; landing on rocks will only scratch the surface of
the material which can easily be repaired. Proof of the strength of the material is
that bullet resistant jackets are made of it. Furthermore dive tanks and other
heavy metal objects falling on the deck will not cause any permanent damage.

Advantages
Accessible operations













Low maintenance
No anti-fouling required
Virtually unsinkable
Extremely strong
Cost effective
Durable
Recyclable
Containerable
Fuel efficient
Safe
Easy to trailer
100% Recyclable

The Axxess MPL can be operated by joystick control from a wheelchair, enabling
a person with a disability to take out his friends or make a living by operating a
tour boat– or transporter service.

WAWA CREATIONS
Wawa Creations is a think-tank of different companies based in Thailand and the
Netherlands who create eco-friendly innovative- and inclusive designs. Our combined experiences include boat building, yard management, ISO certifications,
naval architecture, maritime software such as Rhino, Orca, Delftship, Hullscant.
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Fact Sheet
Wawa AXXESS MPL

Length of hull:

6.7 m

Length waterline:

6m

Beam of hull:

2.5 m

Draft:

0.34 m

Empty craft weight:

1365 kg

Maximum load (incl. fuel):

1500 kg

CE Design category:

C
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